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Abstract—In this paper, the generalized-node finite element 
(GFE) analysis method is presented to analyze the interaction 
between super-long pile and soil in soft soil. A nonlinear 
elastic-plastic constitutive model for concrete is employed to 
simulate stress-strain relation of pile shaft under the axial load. 
The GFE model established simulates the working properties of 
super-long piles, and reflects well the pile-soil slide, degradation of 
side friction resistance and asynchronous action between side 
friction resistance and pile-tip resistance. The analysis method 
presented in this paper is suitable for analysis of super-long piles.  

Keywords-super-long pile; GFEM; nonlinear elastic-plastic 
constitutive model 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The super-long piles have been widely used in soft soil area, 
with the development of high rise buildings and advance of 
construction techniques, but its theoretical research on working 
properties falls far behind from engineering practice, in view of 
the complexity of pile-soil system, variability of constructing 
conditions, etc. make its working properties [1-10] become 
difficult to analyze by finite element method exactly.  

The existing finite element analysis method of super-long 
pile and soil interaction is not well developed. As of now, all 
types of finite element analysis method to analyze the working 
properties of piles in pile and soil interaction could be defined 
into two sorts: one is linear analysis method, the other is 
nonlinear analysis method. However, a number of tests of 
super-long piles conducted home and abroad have indicated the 
nonlinear relationship of pile-soil interaction, which means over 
simplified analysis method like linear relation can not be 
suitable for super-long pile. Furthermore, the existing nonlinear 
analysis method established can not give consideration  to  the  
super-long  pile  shaft  deformation  under  heavy  axial  loads. 
Just under the background, the analysis method presented in this 
paper. Through the comparison between finite element results 
and static load test results, it is shown that the analysis method 
presented in this paper is suitable for analysis of super-long 
piles. 

II. GENERALIZED-NODE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 

The generalized-node finite element method (GFEM) is 
proposed for geotechnical study by G.H. Shi [11-13], including 
axial force, side friction resistance and and settlement, are 
obtained through the stress and displacement which are 
computed through the GFEM. The GFEM is a special numerical 
manifold method (NMM) with high degree of interpolation 

functions, and the traditional finite element method is a special 
case in GFEM. 

Assuming kS  is traditional FE space, and the sticking base 

function is  1 2
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where ( 1, 2, , )ia i n   is  the vector quantities of  degrees of 

freedom at node i . In elementary displacement. It subjects to 
the node displacement. 

Making the traditional the vector quantities of  degrees of 
freedom at node i  generalized, that is, each node is take for 

having several generalized degrees of freedom, then ia which 

denotes the traditional the vector quantities of  degrees of 
freedom in Eq.(1) can be expressed by function of several 
generalized degrees of freedom,such as 
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Substituting Eq.(2) into Eq.(1) obtains the following a new 
sort of approximately expression of FEM 
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where iD  is the generalized vector quantities of  degrees of 

freedom at node i , it is expressed by  
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The node having several generalized degrees of freedom is is 
called the “generalized node”. The iN  in above expression is 

interpolating function matrix. Because of the effect of primary 
base function iN , the new base function iN  make the 

compatibility obtain active satisfaction. The FE which formed 
by the introduced conception of generalized node is called 
generalized-node FEM.  

III. ELASTIC-PLASTIC RUSCH MODEL OF SUPER-LONG PILE 

The elastic-plastic Rusch model of concrete of pile is 
introduced, giving consideration  to  the  super-long  pile  shaft  
deformation  under  heavy  axial  loads.  The Rusch equation 
which express the stress-strain relations is as follows:  

when 0  
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when 0 cu     0  

and 0  is equal to cF  which is the design value of axial 

ultimate compressive strength of concrete; 0  is the strain in 

corresponding with the peak value 0 , usually between 

0.0015~0.0020; cu  is the ultimate compressive strain when 

concrete comes into failure. 

When super-long pile is under working load, the axial stress 
of pile usually does not exceed the compressive strength of 
concrete, so the parabola curve is applied to deduce the 
elastically nonlinear constitutive equations: 
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where the tangent modulus of either point on the stress-strain 

curve is TE ; 0E  is the initial tangent modulus. 

IV. NUMERICAL MODELING WITH GFEM 

In order to analyze the interaction of pile-soil accurately, and 
to consist with the site test, step loads were used in numerical 
analysis. The analysis model of cast-in-place piles from real 
projects is shown in Fig.1.  

 
FIGURE I.  GFEM MODEL 

V. GFE MODELING OF SUPER-LONG PILES, AND ANALYSIS 

The concrete types used for the load test super-long piles 
were C35 and C40. The length of the test piles P1 and P2 was 
80m and 75m respectively. The diameter of the piles was 
800mm. An enlarged pier with the diameter of 1.5m and length 
of 2.0m was used to protect the test pile head. The slow static 
load test was adopted in the load test. Sixteen groups of 
measuring deviceswere set in different depth of the pile shaft 
before the static load test started. The axial stress of the pile 
shaft, side friction resistance and the pile-tip resistance could be 
obtained in the process of loading. 

The load-settlement curves for piles P1 and P2 are shown in 
Fig.2. As can be seen, the curves of  test pile P1 and P2 do not 
have obvious turning point which show the test pile have not yet 
reached at the bearing capacity, and the measured 
laod-settlement curves are in  very  good  agreement  with  the  
results  of GFEM. 

 
FIGURE II.  LOAD-SETTLEMENT CURVES OF TEST PILES P1AND P2 

Fig.3 and Fig.4 show the changing trends of axial force 
along the super-long pile shaft. From the Fig.3 and Fig.4, it can 
be seen that the axial force curves of load test piles P1 and P2 are 
very closed to the results obtained by generalized-node FEM, 
and the axial force is gradual decreasing along pile shaft, and 
decreasing velocity is different under different pile-head load. 
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FIGURE III.  AXIAL FORCE CURVES OF TEST PILE P1 

 
FIGURE IV.  AXIAL FORCE CURVES OF TEST PILE P2 

The ratio curves of pile-tip resistance bR  to pile-head load 

0P  of test piles P1 and P2 are shown in Fig.5. The super-long 

piles behaves as friction pile under low pile-head load. With the 
increase of pile-head load, the pile-tip resistance is mobilized 
gradually. The pile behaves as an end-bearing friction pile when 
pile head carry heavy load. Side friction resistance and pile-tip 
resistance are mobilized at the same time. This main feature for 
super-long piles has not been considered yet in current methods. 

 
FIGURE V.  RB / P0 CURVES OF TEST PILES P1 AND P2 

It can be seen from Fig.6 to Fig.7 that the side friction 
resistance of top soil exhibits some degradation due to pile-soil 
slide, while side friction of the deep soil is not fully mobilized 
yet. When pile-head load exceeds the working load and 
approaches the limit load, gradated side friction resistance 
gradually turns to stability with the increase of pile-head load. 

 
FIGURE VI.  SIDE FRICTION RESISTANCE CURVES OF TEST PILE P1 

 
FIGURE VII.  SIDE FRICTION RESISTANCE CURVES OF TEST PILE P2 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The GFE analysis method of super-long piles presented in 
this paper reflects well the working properties of piles in pile and 
soil interaction. The behavior of large stress of pile is described 
well by the nonlinear elastic-plastic constitutive models for 
concrete. The GFE model presented in this paper is suitable for 
analysis of super-long piles.  
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